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Agenda 

 Recap of types of data and responsibilities 
 Recent audit results  

  areas needing improvement 

 Understanding shared and network drives 
 NSDAR project to remediate drive security 
 Additional security measures beyond access control 
 Before you leave: nominate a designate 

 



Types of information 

 Private or confidential data subject to Freedom of 
Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA) 
 Any given file could be “private” or subject to FOI request. In 

either case you need to know what category a file fits in. 

 Other categories 
 Intellectual property (both McMaster’s and others) 
 Sensitive business information 
 HR information 

 If someone stole the contents of your shared drive 
tonight would you be able to explain what was lost 
and if there was a privacy risk? 



Recent Audit 

 The security of McMaster’s shared drives was 
reviewed by Internal Audit. 

 Found several concerns… 
 Users who had left the University still had access 
 Users switched departments but retained old access 
 “Generic” accounts allowed access 

 The Audit Committee of the Board of Governors 
reviewed the findings and tasked the University with 
developing a remediation plan 



Audit recommendation 

 “Initiate a review of access to network share drives 
hosted on UTS servers requesting that departments 
and offices responsible for access to the respective 
share drives and the information thereon identify 
those users who should not have access to the 
network shares.” 



Network and Shared Drive 
Access Remediation 

By February 2016 access to all network and shared 
drives should be reviewed and updated  



NSDAR Overview 

Enumerate all network shares and folders 
 Identify the appropriate owner(s) 
 Develop and provide documentation and training  
 Provide reports detailing the current permission state 

to owners 
 Co-ordinate and provide assistance in the 

remediation process 
 Perform validation of remediation activities with 

assistance from Internal Audit 
 Expect a random audit 



Next steps 

 You appoint a “responsible” designate to coordinate 
the review of security access to your shared drives. 
(Could be you) 

 UTS will train/assist the designates 
 Designates will be empowered to make security 

changes themselves 
 Will have ongoing responsibility for maintaining up-to-date 

access lists 



Access considerations 

 Generally, it is best to limit security access. The more 
people with access to a folder the larger the risk. 

 Common problem:  
 Failure to remove access when an employee changes jobs 

within McMaster or leaves 
 Caution: Do not expect that someone’s MAC ID will be de-

activated when they leave. It will remain active. 

 



Remediation timeline 

 Select a designate today  
 Designates to attend training in late October 
 Begin review of access in November 
 Finish in February 



Beyond Access Control 

Other ways to improve security 



Opportunity to review storage hygiene 

 Because electronic file storage is easy, there is a 
temptation to never dispose of anything. This is an 
understandable but bad practice. 

 Creates a big target of files that users forget about 
but which could contain private information 

 Example 
 A file folder for an employee who left two years ago is 

compromised. Do you know what files in that folder 
contained confidential information? 



Review storage practices 

 Use this opportunity to cull your storage 
 Document the FIPPA status of all files 

 Do NOT trust your memory. Document!  
 Very handy in the event of a breach 

 Having a consistent, documented “archive or destroy” 
procedure is a wise practice 
 



Other ways to enhance security 

 Collect/retain only “necessary” information 
 Segregation 

• Do you need to store identifying information with 
sensitive information 

 Encryption 
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